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Revenue Cycle Management

Simple To Use

Medical Transcription

Cost Effective

Scanning & Indexing

Outstanding Support

Website Design

Free Template
Customization

IT & Networking

Electronic Health Records,

Making Healthcare More Meaningful

™
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Government
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Medical Device &

One
Stop
Solution
System, additional

System Integration

Healthcare & IT Services

P R O F I T I N G
Meaningful Results That Are
Guaranteed Every Time…By Focusing
On Your Bottom Line

Patient

Front Office

Patient Portal
With Alldata Clinix, medical professionals can generate bigger

Request an Appointment

profits while instantly eliminating billing hassles by charting

Appointment Reminder

electronically, scrubbing claims via a hi-tech monitoring system
and ensuring coding accuracy through a comprehensive review of
every outgoing claim.

Patient Registration
Appointment Scheduler
Eligibility Check

Review Medical Records

Co-Pay Collection

Access Lab Reports

Referral Management

Prescription Refill
Pay Bills Online

Users of All Data Health’s exclusive EHR software, Alldata
Clinix, will benefit from an EHR system that places a particularly
strong emphasis on the billing process.

Middle Office
Back Office

Electronic Health Records

By combining the hi-tech benefits of Alldata Clinix’s EHR

Superbills electronically
		
submitted to All Data Health

Electronic Prescription (eRX)

& Practice Management system with the unparalleled

Claims information
meticulously reviewed

Laboratory Order

medical billing expertise offered by All Data Health, medical

Electronic Charge Capture

Claims scrubbed for accuracy

Drug Formulary & Interaction Checks

Submission to carrier
for payment

PQRI (Clinical Quality Measures)

manage their practice, enhance patient care and generate higher
billing revenues – one patient at a time.

Payment disbursed to physician

Computerized Provider Order Entry

professionals now have the unprecedented ability to better

Medication Reconciliation

w w w. a l l d a t a c l i n i x . c o m

Independent Physician Associations (IPAs)

P a rtn e r s

Health Information Exchange
Referring Physicians
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Regional Extension Centers (RECs)

Hospitals & Health Systems

Pharmacies

Labs

THE EXCLUSIVE ALL DATA HEALTH
EHR SOFTWARE POWERED BY OMNIMD

Radiology
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ADA P T I N G

S T R EA M L I N I N G

S I M P L I F Y I N G

B E N E F I T I N G

You Are Taking A Big Leap Forward

Organizing Your Entire Practice

World-Class EHR & Practice

Make The Most of Your New

In The World of Healthcare…And

With The Push of A Button –

Management Software That

System…By Getting More

We’re Right At Your Side

We’ll Make it Click

Makes Your Complexities Simple

Physicians are now facing new rules and regulations requiring

With the advantages offered through Alldata Clinix’s

them to implement EHR technology – known officially as

EHR & Practice Management software, physicians

an Electronic Health Record system – within their medical
practices.
Alldata Clinix is an ONC-ATCB & CCHIT certified EHR &
Practice Management software system powered by OmniMD

have numerous options to enhance record keeping and
appointment scheduling procedures, reduce medical
errors and malpractice lawsuits, and improve overall
quality of care.

Alldata Clinix is the exclusive EHR software of All Data Health,
Alldata Clinix’s award-winning features include:
• A web-based system that does not require any installation
of servers or sophisticated computer technology –
healthcare professionals can have instant access to Alldata
Clinix through a standard internet connection.
• A specialty EHR system documenting patient history,

Alldata Clinix virtually eliminates the hassles posed by

New York's leading medical billing company, and designed
specifically to resolve crucial issues that can affect the billing
revenue of medical practices.
• Doctors will often lose money billing via their EHR system
because it doesn’t always alert the physician to utilize the best
insurance codes for reimbursement. Alldata Clinix, however,

vitals, physical exams, HPI, ROS, allergies, medications,

features a detailed rules engine and robust claims scrubber to

assessment and plan data that’s compatible with other

assure clean claims submission and prompt payments.

Version 11.0 that helps medical practices of all sizes and

filing paper records, provides physicians with instant

specialties abide by Federal regulations, streamline office

access to patient information regardless of time or

operations and receive up to $44,000 from Medicare or

location and increases patient flow through automatic

$63,750 from Medicaid in incentive payments.

patient reminders and health alert notifications.

Boasting a CCHIT 5-Star usability rating for ease-of-use,

Best of all, The HITECH (Health Information Technology

2011-2012 ONC-ATCB certification supporting meaningful use,

for Economic and Clinical Health) Act provides financial

document management, scanning and indexing

incentives to healthcare professionals that implement an

capabilities, health maintenance alerts, patient reminder

EHR system like Alldata Clinix into their practice and will

services, transcription services, insurance eligibility

that are carrier specific – most EHR systems do not alert

pay for the entire cost of obtaining and setting up the

verification, customized creation of your favorite superbill

about carrier specific diagnoses and procedures, resulting in

system – with significant funds left over for the physician

with up-to-date ICD codes, CPT codes and modifiers, and

physicians losing out on payments by using non-payable or

to keep as profit.

E-prescribing with real-time alerts for drug-drug, drug-

erroneous codes. Alldata Clinix generates the proper codes for

allergy and other interactions.

every billable procedure by internal scrupulous review on every

SureScript and Microsoft Gold Partnerships and customizable
features for over 30 different medical specialties, Alldata
Clinix is the one-step EHR & Practice Management solution
that medical professionals can rely on to take their practice to
the next level.

third-party programs including lab order systems,

• Standard EHR systems won’t look out or follow-up with

hospital and pharmacy interfaces, and mobile integration

denied claims or underpayments – Alldata Clinix aggressively

capabilities for SmartPhones and iPads.

follows up on all claims and facilitates receipt of payment

• Customizable appointment scheduler, referral requests,

from the insurance company within an amazingly short
timetable.
• There are many LCDs (Local Coverage Determination)

claim before submission.
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